Battle of Material at TANDEM?
Translated from German to English by Pia-Melanie Musil

0. Material for tandem - myth or market gap?
Often fledgling Tandem mediators or future course coordinators fearfully ask the question: "And where do I get all the material from?" Likewise a large teaching material publishing house already inquired at the TANDEM foundation about whether it wasn’t needed to publish actual teaching and learning material for the entire TANDEM® Net. 
Mediators can be calmed, the publishing house unfortunately has to be disappointed:

The most important 'material' within tandem, especially within single tandem pairs, are the participants themselves, as well as their direct environment. Because the main purpose of tandem is to introduce and “open up” people to each other’s language and culture, it is neither meaningful nor necessary to develop a big amount of material.
Instead of actual teaching and learning material, tandem uses and provides:

a)	A list of guidelines giving advice to pairs working autonomously concerning 
the setting and the “opening up” of each other’s language mutually.
b) A list of ideas for mediators that supports them to prepare material in order to make it accessible to the pairs cooperating during tandem courses.

Now questions arise like: What happens to the material that is developed during tandem courses? What’s with material created by the tandem pairs themselves? And: How can this material be made accessible to others?
At the end of the short overview we have listed some sources of supply.

1.1. Material for autonomous pairs (= single tandem)
This is the first “missing link” that mediators do encounter when they want to establish a “TANDEM intermediation”. To compensate this, the 'TANDEM hints' were developed. Due to a  lack of coordination among tandem user themselves, these hints were developed several times. Often they turned out to be improved versions of the previous ones (see reference of supply), reflecting the progress which had been achieved through constant research, something that continually takes place within tandem constellations. 
The TANDEM foundation also cooperates with translators in order to have the tandem hints translated into further languages.
1.2. Material for special groups (specialized Tandem)
With the arising of the specialized tandems it became necessary to give advice and provide support concerning e.g. “The handling of technical texts”. This was realized within a project promoted by LINGUA and in cooperation with the “Initial Karlsruhe”, CLIC Lyon, Alpha&Beta Meran and CiC TANDEM Donostia. In this project a list of hints was developed to give a hand according to this need. However, further material or hints concerning for instance “studying specialized vocabulary” would be reasonable and welcomed within this field.

2. Material for courses
The topics of the individual course days are selected by the participant themselves. As the kind of people participating in tandem courses do not change suddenly, a useful selection of material could be developed. Approximately 70% of this material is used regularly. However, this material is usually only made accessible to teachers of particular institutions.
A few institutions ( e.g. Bochum, Frankfurt/Oder) published them, whereby this collection calls for attention due to its great language variety. This collection is now available on the Internet. Additionally, it ought to be mentioned that the moderators of the (multi-cultural) “Intercultural Tandem Meetings” developed a manual at the foundation in 1996. This manual certainly is of some use for language tandems as well.

3.1. Requirements and standards for material created for tandem phases
It is undisputable that within a course a tandem phase ought to be organized in a way that mainly the learners are actively using the target language while the target language representatives (native speakers) rather assist and function as information resources at the point of need.
Two ways can be mentioned in order to ensure this: 
One way is that the learners of the target language present their own culture through specific texts and articles written in the target language. Target language participants (native speakers) support by asking questions and/or by reflecting upon the images being presented to them (i.e. Basques studying German contrast a German text about the Basque country). 
The second way is that participants use the target language in order to obtain more valuable information about the country of the target language, being supported by native speakers (i.e. Basques studying German work with German texts about Germany, reflecting upon the contents with German native speakers). 

At the same time it has to be considered that it is easier to present and access the language of the country in which the course takes place. This can easily be done by organizing excursions, visiting museums, exhibitions etc. Therefore, the second language being studied rather has to be 
' brought in' by using authentic written or audiovisual material.
In each case, the following criteria listed, which can certainly be extended, has to be regarded:

·	The degree of difficulty, meaning the language level applied, should not be too high, in order to avoid that too much time has to be invested into clarifying vocabulary. 
·	However, a clarifying phase for vocabulary has to be planned and included in order to avoid that target language representatives dominate the plenum phase due to expression difficulties of the target language learners. 
·	The material being applied ought to offer 'buffers' and/or  'reserve loops', ensuring that each pair is able to maintain “its own rhythm”. In this way “slower pairs” can work according to their individual speed, while “quicker pairs” still will not „get bored”, although working with the very same text. 
·	The material should address many senses and channels and therefore include things like caricatures, poems, pictures etc.
·	Instructions concerning the task ought to be written on the sheet itself, so that the learners can identify objectives immediately. Additionally, the role of the person supporting (representative of the target language) has to be marked out clearly, ensuring that he/she does not involuntarily dominate the whole procedure.
·	The instructions are to be directed to the partner, creating the necessity to cooperate and interact in order to fulfill the task. At any time, the cooperation partner should be included as an information resource concerning the topic. Work settings for cooperation ought to be varied (tandem pair work, group work, plenum). 

Naturally, according to the participants learning experience and educational backgrounds the material being applied can become more “unstructured” as they are able to structure it independently. Meaning, a teacher training seminar about TANDEM methodology is structured and prepared quite differently in comparison to a holiday language course.

3.2. Re-writing/preparing material
Sometimes it saves time and effort to work with texts that have already been altered in terms of didactic elsewhere during tandem phases. However, criteria mentioned above always needs to be considered and checked. Generally speaking, a great part of the moderators’ work shifts from “teaching” into “preparing” the course accurately.

4. Material developed from participants themselves
So far there are only few experiences to refer to in terms of participants preparing either topics or suggestions for discussion by themselves.
The only ones I can refer to are those made within the “Intercultural Tandem Meetings” in Madrid. However, there were no didactic alterations necessary, as first there was only one language involved and second those meetings aimed at a different goal (culture exchange instead of language Tandem). Without a doubt, it would be interesting to experiment more in this respect, especially regarding future language teachers. 
In fact, it is more frequent that participants create diaries or a course magazine as a memory or as a method to evaluate their own learning and group process during the course. Therefore they don'’t actually serve or can be used as a preparation for future courses. 
A programme that is rather heading in this direction on a broader basis is a diary that was developed by the Swiss teacher training TANDEM Net. 
An initiative for autonomous tandem pairs would have been a tandem calendar that was originally planned by the foundation and in the end was combined with the 'TANDEM diary' from Alpha&beta.

5. Classification of material 
An old dream within the TANDEM® Net always used to be the installation of a 'teacher material data base', in which all material ever developed could be found and made accessible, structured according to data like = developing place, language, level, topic, function and kind of medium. Called up by EDP cross-linking, these materials should be accessible to and printable for everyone, whenever needed and from everywhere in the world.
In this way “double work” could surely be avoided and good ideas could spread easily. Nevertheless, as long as the foundation is not provided with adequate personnel and financial prerequisites to realize this dream, it has to be recommended to “hit” one of the TANDEM schools or the reference library at the TANDEM Fundazioa every now and then and to carry out a “heavy photo copying sessions”.
A small consolation and substitute, at least partly, offers the material collection on the TANDEM server Bochum (see: links).

6. Sources of supply
(see: this web)

